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Preface

All the praise belongs to Almighty Allah. Blessings
and peace be upon the Prophet Muhammad (SAW),
the master of the messengers and the prophets, who
said: “When Allah wishes good for someone, He
bestows upon him the understanding of Deen”.
And blessings be upon all the family members of the
Prophet, his Companions and those who follow him till
the Day of Resurrection.
Acquiring deep knowledge of Islam is one of the
best and useful deeds; by the very knowledge of Islam
people worship Allah, the rulings and injunctions are
understood and the life becomes straight.
Paying full attention to making the people aware
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of the rulings of worships, the General Authority of
Islamic Affairs and Endowments issued series of
brief and simpliﬁed booklets relating to the rulings of
puriﬁcation, prayer and fasting, and these booklets
have been prepared in a simple, plain and in an easy
way so that a Muslim himself and his family may be
good individuals and this may result in making a better
society.
We request Almighty Allah, He may make us able to
worship Him and that He may accept our good deeds.
Indeed, He is the only one who listens to our prayers
and He is near to us. Blessings and peace be upon our
Prophet Muhammad, upon his family members and his
all companions.
General Authority
of Islamic Affairs and Endowments
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•

Definition:
Al-Istisqa ( )ﺍﻻﺳﺘﺴﻘﺎﺀliterally means to

seek rain, and technically in Islamic Shariah
it means to seek rain from Almighty Allah in
situations of drought, sterility etc. through
the prayer which has a speciﬁc method.
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•

The Ruling:

Prayer for seeking rain is Sunnah
nna
ah
Mua’akkadah (an emphasized upo
upon
on
Sunnah) when the situation demands,
ands
s,
for example if there is delay orr les
less
ss
quantity in raining, or delay in the
e time
tim
me
of water supply from the river. Thi
This
is
prayer is performed even in a journey
urney
y
and is repeated in days of the delay
lay in
n
raining or if the rain is not enough.

•

Wisdom in its legitimacy:

It provides knowledge that the rain is in
the control of Allah and it does not rain due
to effect of something, and that the rain is a
creature; Allah creates whenever he wishes
and holds up whenever He wants. This
prayer also teaches people and motivates
them to be close to Allah.
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•

Timing of prayer for seeking rain:
The time of ‘prayer for seeking rain’

starts after the sun has reached the height
of a spear and it is till noon-before the sun
declines. It is recommended to go out for this
prayer at the time of forenoon (the same time
when Eid prayer is performed).
For this prayer, Imam and people will go
out in the forenoon, walking on feet in their
daily-use dresses, and they will not adorn
themselves like Jumua’ah. They will be in
mood of full submission and obedience and
respectful manner. Women suffering from
postnatal bleeding period, menstruating
women and attracting young girls will not go
out for this prayer.
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•

The method of this prayer:
This prayer is two Raka’at with loud

recitation without Adhaan and Iqamah.
There is no issue if someone performs any
additional (Naﬂ) prayer before or after “the
prayer for seeking rain”.

Prayer For Seeking Rain

•

Recommended things for this prayer:
There are several recommended things

for the prayer for seeking rain, including:
1.

Two Khutbas (sermons) after the
Prayer, like Eid, but in this ‘prayer
for rain seeking’ Imam will deliver
the sermon standing on the earth,
not on the pulpit and Imam will
proclaim unlimited Istighfar (seeking
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forgiveness from Allah) instead of
Takbeer of the two sermons of Eid.
2.

Men should turn their cloak without
reversion. They should put the cloth
of the left shoulder on the right
shoulder and vise-versa. Imam will
do this act ﬁrstly after he ﬁnishes the
two sermons and faces Qiblah and
the followers of the Imam will do this
being seated.

3.

Imam maximizes the supplication
and prayers so that the sterility and
drought may be removed by Allah
and he should ask for blessed rain,
should ask for mercy and for being
not culpable.

Prayer For Seeking Rain

4.

They should fast for three days before
the Prayer and also they should
spend much in Sadaqah as they wish
and Imam should insist people on
repentance and returning the rights
to their possessors.

٭٭٭
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General Authority
of Islamic Affairs and Endowments
●

Values
- Sincerity and honesty.
- Excellence.
- Objectivity.
- Working with high spirit.
- Moderation.
- Constant progress.

●

Strategic Goals
- To partake in promoting religious awareness and
Islamic culture as well as to imbibe the values of
moderation and tolerance in the society.
- To highlight the cultural aspect of mosques, to
restore its role and to develop the persons working
with them.
- To develop the ofﬁcial centrality of Ifta (issuance of
fatwa - religious edict) in the country and consolidate
its position.
- To strengthen the awareness of waqf in order to
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fulﬁll its due objectives along with promoting and
diversifying its resources.
- To Upgrade the services of ḥajj and ‘umrah.
- To encourage the human resources and make their
best utilization to sophisticate the services of the
Committee and taking it to new heights.

●

Policy of Social Matters

General Authority of Islamic Affairs and Endowments
is committed to promote religious culture in the context of
moderation in the modern universal concepts that can go
shoulder to shoulder with the requirements of the age and
its variables and to contribute to the sustainable economic
development of diversiﬁed accounts of endowments
that serve and meet the society requirements in order
to achieve social justice among its members, and the
establishment of social symbiotic relationships between
employees and their families and the improvement of the
community level, providing a typical work environment
free from any discrimination in all its forms, and that does
not employ or support any underage labor or forced labor.
The General Authority of Islamic Affairs and
Endowments initiated the introduction and application
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of social accountability system requirements in all
areas of its activities while encouraging its customers
from the owners and suppliers to abide by ethical
standards according to SA 8000 with work on
continuous improvement in systems and practices
periodically in line with local and federal legislations
and best international practices with a commitment to
the application and dissemination of this policy at all
levels in the Authority.

●

Policy of Quality Management System

This policy aims at spreading Islamic culture,
and reviving the practice of waqf and its
development, and expressing juristic opinion
in religious inquiries between segments
of society by building a distinct system of policies and
legislations, and framing it with services and initiatives of
high quality that satisﬁes all the customers in accordance
with the requirements of ISO quality management system
ISO: 9001, and the preparation of the objectives and
performance indicators, review and follow-up on a regular
basis within the continuous quest to develop institutional
capacity and staff to provide the best services and keep
up with best practices.
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●

Policy of Environment Management, Health and
Occupational Safety
This policy aims to promote religious
awareness among the staff and the
visitors of mosques, dealers, suppliers
and

all

segments

of

society

to

improve the environmental performance and procedures for
occupational health and safety in all operations and activities
within the Authority with the necessary training for them, and
cooperation with all parties to rationalize the use of energy,
recycling and reducing accident rates and preventing risks
that comply with the procedures and legislations, laws and
method of perfecting work in order to achieve the trust and
sustainability in the implementation of the business and a
commitment to the application of the environment, health
system and safety in accordance with the requirements
of international standards for environmental management
system ISO 14001, and the system of the Department
of Health and Occupational Safety OHSAS 18001, and
the preparation of objectives and performance indicators,
review and follow- up periodically with a focus on continuous
improvement and control operations, and the dissemination
of this policy to all employees and make sure they understand
it.

